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Summary
It is commonly assumed that a person identifying that they are ‘overweight’ is an
important prerequisite to successful weight management. However, there has been
no systematic evaluation of evidence supporting this proposition. The aim of the
present research was to systematically review evidence on the relationship between
perceived overweight and (i) weight loss attempts, (ii) weight control strategies
(healthy and unhealthy), (iii) weight-related behaviours (physical activity and
eating habits), (iv) disordered eating and (v) weight change. We synthesized
evidence from 78 eligible studies and evaluated evidence linking perceived
overweight with outcome variables separately according to the gender, age and
objective weight status of study participants. Results indicated that perceived
overweight was associated with an increased likelihood of attempting weight loss
and with healthy and unhealthy weight control strategies in some participant
groups. However, perceived overweight was not reliably associated with physical
activity or healthy eating and was associated with greater disordered eating in some
groups. Rather than being associated with improved weight management, there
was consistent evidence that perceived overweight was predictive of increased
weight gain over time. Individuals who perceive their weight status as overweight
are more likely to report attempting weight loss but over time gain more weight.
Keywords: Perceived overweight, weight gain, weight management, weight
misperception.

There is often a mismatch between the weight status a person believes they have and their objective weight status
(1). Some people with a ‘normal’ or healthy weight misperceive their weight status as ‘overweight’. More prevalent,
however, is the tendency for individuals with overweight
or obesity to underestimate their weight status and fail to
identify their weight as being ‘overweight’ (2). A recent
analysis of data from a nationally representative survey of
UK adults revealed that approximately one-third of women
and one half of men with overweight failed to identify
themselves as such (3), and similar rates have been reported
in adolescents (4). The prevailing attitude underlying a
number of public health approaches is that individuals with

overweight and obesity must be made aware of their weight
status to be better able to manage their weight. For
example, physicians in the UK and USA are encouraged to
monitor and provide information to patients about their
weight status (5,6). In the UK, the national child measurement programme is in place to monitor and notify parents
of their child’s weight (7), and similar school health screening programmes have been launched in many US states (8).
In support of the traditional view that ‘ignorance is damaging’ in relation to self-perception of being overweight, a
considerable body of research has shown that both adults
and children who perceive themselves as overweight are
more likely to attempt to lose weight than those who do
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not (9,10). However, the evidence for how perceived
overweight relates to weight-related lifestyle behaviours is
mixed. While some studies have shown that individuals
who perceive their weight status as overweight are more
likely to report using exercise as a weight control strategy
than those who do not perceive themselves as overweight
(11), others have shown that perceived overweight is
associated with lower physical activity (12), and some find
no relation (13). Likewise, perceived overweight has been
associated with self-reported ‘eating healthily’ to lose weight
(11), but in terms of actual behaviour, some studies show
that individuals who perceive their weight status as overweight are more likely to have poor eating habits such as
failing to consume adequate fruits and vegetables (14,15),
whereas other research has shown that unhealthy eating
habits like fast food consumption and inadequate fruit and
vegetable intake are unrelated to whether or not someone
perceives themselves to be overweight (12).
Conversely, it is also possible that ‘knowing hurts’ in relation to perceiving oneself as overweight (16). Overweight
and obesity are widely stigmatized, and perceiving oneself
as belonging to a stigmatized group could bring psychological distress and associated negative health consequences.
Individuals who identify as overweight, for example, experience higher levels of body dissatisfaction (17) and may thus
have a more extreme desire to lose weight than individuals
who do not identify as overweight. Consistent with this
argument, perceived overweight has been associated with
extreme weight management strategies such as vomiting
and laxative use (18). Such behaviours can compromise
health and lead to disordered eating (19), which may or
may not be associated with perceived overweight. In addition, weight stigma can undermine self-regulation in people
who identify as overweight, which can impair the healthy
behaviours that facilitate effective weight management
(20). The distress associated with perceiving oneself as belonging to a stigmatized group may encourage the adoption
of maladaptive coping strategies such as stress-induced eating (21). Finally, longitudinal studies of adolescents and
adults have demonstrated that perceived overweight is associated with greater weight gain in individuals with objective
normal weight and with overweight (22,23). This evidence
suggests that perceived overweight may not be associated
with better weight management in the long term.
Given the mixed evidence regarding the relationship
between perceived overweight and weight management, a
comprehensive review of the evidence is warranted. The
purpose of the present research was to systematically review
the evidence for the association between perceived overweight and weight-related behaviours and outcomes including (i) weight loss attempts, (ii) healthy and unhealthy
weight control strategies, (iii) weight-related behaviours
(including healthy eating habits and physical activity), (iv)
disordered eating and (v) weight gain. Because perceived
Obesity Reviews 19, 347–363, March 2018

overweight could be more strongly associated with weightrelated behaviours in some population groups than others,
we examined the overall evidence and evidence within participant subgroups according to gender, age and objective
weight status.

Methods
This review was guided by the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (24).

Eligibility criteria
Studies eligible for inclusion were those which (a) reported a
quantitative analysis of the association between participants’ perceived weight status (enabling a comparison between perceived overweight and perceived normal/healthy
weight or ‘not overweight’) and at least one of the following
variables: (i) intention or attempt to control or lose weight,
(ii) weight control strategies used: ‘healthy’ (including eating
less or different foods, or increasing physical activity to lose
weight) or ‘unhealthy’ (including use of diet medication
without medical advice, purging or fasting to lose weight),
(iii) weight-related behaviours: healthy physical activity or
healthy eating habits (including intake of fruits and vegetables, snack or fast foods and energy intake), (iv) disordered
eating (including bulimic symptoms, disordered eating
attitudes or binge eating), or (v) weight change; (b) were
published in peer-reviewed articles from 1991 onwards, as
we believed results prior to the last 25 years may not be
representative, and the majority of the research we were
aware of was conducted during this period; and (c) were
available in English. Studies were excluded if they sampled
a clinical (e.g. patients with cystic fibrosis) or non-general
population (e.g. pregnant women only), if they assessed
perceptions of weight status in a way that made it unclear
whether participants identified as being overweight (e.g.
pictorial scales without weight status labels), if perceived
overweight was an outcome variable, or if analyses of
interest did not control or stratify by objective body mass
index (BMI) or weight status (to minimize the potential
confounding effect of objective weight). For further
information on search strategy and eligibility, see Appendix A
(supporting information).
Healthy weight control strategies (including using diet or
exercise to lose weight) were distinguished from weightrelated behaviours (including healthy eating habits and
physical activity). Specifically, the former typically refers to
whether or not a given strategy was used in order to achieve
weight loss, whereas the latter refers to the participant’s enactment of behaviours (e.g. frequency of fruit and vegetable
consumption and hours of physical activity per week)
known to be related to body weight but which may/may
not be completed for the purpose of weight loss. Unhealthy
© 2017 The Authors. Obesity Reviews published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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weight control strategies (e.g. use of diet medication, purging or fasting to lose weight) were distinguished from disordered eating in that the unhealthy weight control strategies
were assessed by asking participants to report the methods
they used to try to lose weight without reference to problematic patterns of excessive eating behaviour (e.g. binge eating
and loss of control over eating) or weight-related attitudes
(e.g. preoccupation with weight). Disordered eating, on
the other hand, was usually assessed with validated questionnaires designed to assess clinical diagnostic criteria for
disordered eating habits.

Information sources and search strategy
Electronic searches were conducted using PubMed, PsycInfo
and Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature
databases in June 2016. A set of search terms was devised to
identify articles concerning perceived weight status and
outcome variables (Table S1). Initial sensitivity of the search
terms was assessed by confirming that they successfully
retrieved a set of core references identified by the authors prior
to beginning the review (10,25–30). Additionally, the reference
lists of eligible articles were manually searched for relevant
articles, and each author was responsible for suggesting
additional articles not identified by the electronic and reference
list searches. To ensure adequate coverage of recent studies,
supplementary database searches were conducted in July
2017 (Appendix A, supporting information).

Study selection
The titles and abstracts of electronic search results were independently screened by two researchers (A. H. and C. T.)
for eligibility for full-text screening, and discrepancies were
resolved by discussion. The two researchers then independently screened the full text of those articles for inclusion.
Initial discrepancies in eligibility decisions at the full-text
screening phase were resolved by the two researchers and
confirmed by a third researcher (E. R.) when a decision
could not be reached. Initially, the coders agreed on selection decisions for 97.5% of title and abstracts (indicating
a high level of agreement, κ = .95) and 87.8% of full-text
articles (indicating substantial agreement, κ = 0.76).

Data extraction
Data extraction included information about (i) publication
features (title, authors, year of publication and journal),
(ii) study methods (design, country of origin, sampling
method and measurement of perceived weight status and
correlates), (iii) sample characteristics (sample size and
age, gender and weight status distributions) and (iv) findings (relation between perceived overweight and relevant
outcome).
© 2017 The Authors. Obesity Reviews published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
on behalf of World Obesity Federation

The outcome category ‘weight-related behaviours:
healthy eating habits’ included findings on consumption of
both healthy (e.g. fruit and vegetable) and unhealthy foods
(e.g. fast foods and sugar sweetened beverages). The outcome category ‘weight-related behaviours: healthy physical
activity’ included findings on both physical activity (e.g.
hours of physical activity) and sedentary behaviour (e.g.
hours of screen time). Weight-related behaviour findings
were coded as positive when they demonstrated an association between perceived overweight and healthier consumption (e.g. greater consumption of fruits and vegetables or
lower consumption of fast food) or healthier activity levels
(e.g. more frequent physical activity or lower sedentariness).
In the outcome category ‘weight change’, a positive relationship was indicative of a finding of a longitudinal association
between perceived overweight and weight gain or onset of
overweight or obesity.
For studies that compared ‘perceived overweight’ with
‘perceived normal weight’ and with ‘perceived underweight’
in separate analyses, only findings for the comparison
between perceived overweight and normal weight were
extracted; and for studies that collapsed ‘perceived underweight’ and ‘perceived normal weight’ categories into ‘not
perceived overweight’ for analysis, findings comparing
‘perceived overweight’ and ‘not perceived overweight’ were
extracted. For studies using perceived weight as a continuous predictor, findings were treated as indicating an association between ‘perceived overweight’ and the outcome
variable. If an article included multiple studies, findings
from each study were extracted separately. If a study reported multiple findings for the same outcome in different
subsamples (e.g. stratified by gender or objective weight status), those findings were extracted separately. For each
study, results from the most appropriately adjusted statistical model (i.e. adjusted for variables known to be associated
with weight perception such as gender and socioeconomic
status) were extracted. Data were extracted from each
eligible study by one of two authors (A. H. and I. K.), and
each author’s extraction was then cross-checked by the
other author.

Quality assessment
The methodological quality of the selected studies was
assessed against a list of established criteria adapted from
checklists for cross-sectional (31) and longitudinal (32) observational studies (Table 1). For each item, each study
was assigned a score of ‘yes’ (indicating the study meets
the quality criterion), ‘no’ (potential bias indicated) or ‘not
applicable’. A total quality score was calculated for each
study by dividing the number of positively scored criteria
by the total number of applicable criteria. Two authors
(A. H. and I. K.) independently scored a subset of 20 studies
to pilot the quality assessment tool. Inter-rater reliability for
Obesity Reviews 19, 347–363, March 2018
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Table 1

Criteria for assessment of the methodological quality of included studies

Criteria

Percentage of studies
meeting criterion†

Study population and participation
1. Adequate description of study population recruitment methods, period of recruitment and place of recruitment
2. Sample representative of population of interest
3. Participation/response rate reported
4. Study attrition: reported whether loss to follow-up associated with key characteristics ‡
5. Provision of the exact number of participants at each follow-up measurement ‡
6. Provision of exact information on follow-up duration ‡
Data collection
7. Adequate description of methods of data collection (i.e. tools, processes and setting and/or geographic location)
8. Adequate measurement of height and weight (anthropomorphic measurements by trained personnel, not self-report)
9. Sample size based on a priori power calculation (or authors report a priori consideration of sample size), if N < 1,000
Data analysis
10. Adequate description of inclusion and exclusion criteria for analysed sample, and reporting of number of people meeting
inclusion and exclusion for analysis
11. Adequate description of analysed sample (number of participants, age, gender and BMI) (positively scored if adequate
information provided for all items)
12. Analysed sample adequate (n > 100 per weight perception group) in size?
13. Adjusts for BMI (continuous) in analysis
14. Adjusts or stratifies analyses by demographic characteristics potentially correlated with weight perception (gender,
socioeconomic status indicator and ethnicity) (positively scored if controlled for each characteristic)

95
51
81
18
71
94
97
45
13
81
78
79
36
40

†

Percentage of studies scored as meeting each quality criterion, excluding studies for which item was not applicable.
Applicable to longitudinal studies only.
BMI, body mass index.
‡

each criterion was acceptable to high (κ = 0.69–1.00). The
methodological quality of the remaining studies was coded
by one of two authors (A. H. and I. K.).

Evidence synthesis
Because of heterogeneity in analytical designs (e.g. reporting
odds ratios vs. regression coefficients) and assessment of
outcomes (e.g. sedentary vs. physical activity, weight gain
vs. onset of obesity and unhealthy snack vs. fruit and vegetable intake), a quantitative meta-analysis was not undertaken. Instead, we conducted a qualitative evidence
synthesis as in previous reviews of observational studies of
health and weight-related behaviours (33,34). The evidence
synthesis accounted for the number of studies, the methodological quality of included studies and the consistency of
findings. Cross-sectional and longitudinal evidence was
summarized for each outcome category separately. Because
of stratification by participant characteristics being common in studies and the potential for study findings to be dependent on sampled population, we deemed it most
appropriate to evaluate evidence separately by gender, age
group (‘children, adolescents, young adults’ and ‘adults’)
and objective weight status (‘normal weight’, ‘overweight,
obese’ and ‘no weight status criteria’), as well as making
an overall evaluation of evidence for each outcome. Where
a study reported a non-significant interaction between perceived overweight and gender (or objective weight) alongside a significant relation between perceived overweight
Obesity Reviews 19, 347–363, March 2018

and an outcome variable, the finding was replicated in the
evidence table for both male and female participants (or
both participants with overweight and normal weight), as
this was deemed as providing evidence that the association
observed was not dependent on participant gender (or
weight status). Where a study reported multiple relations
in different subsamples for the same outcome, those associations were coded separately in the evidence table but contributed only one ‘piece’ of evidence towards overall
grading (e.g. where a study contributed evidence for one
outcome in male and female adolescent subgroups separately, the two findings only counted once towards overall
evidence grading). Similarly, when multiple studies analysed
data from the same data source, those studies contributed
only one ‘piece’ of evidence towards the overall evidence
grading. We used the following a priori criteria based on
those used in previous systematic reviews (33–35) to grade
level of evidence both overall and within participant
subgroups:
• Strong evidence: consistent findings in multiple (≥2)
high-quality studies (if low-quality studies are available, results from high-quality and low-quality studies
must be consistent to provide ‘strong’ evidence; otherwise, evidence is downgraded to ‘moderate’).
• Moderate evidence: consistent findings in one highquality study and at least one low-quality study; consistent findings in multiple (≥2) low-quality studies;
or consistent findings in multiple (>2) high-quality
© 2017 The Authors. Obesity Reviews published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
on behalf of World Obesity Federation
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studies, but inconsistent findings when high-quality
and low-quality studies pooled.
• Insufficient evidence: only one study available or
inconsistent findings in multiple (≥2) studies.
• Evidence of no association: consistent findings for no
relation in at least one high-quality study and at least
one low-quality study; consistent findings for no relation in multiple (≥2) low-quality studies; or consistent
findings for no relation in multiple (>2) high-quality
studies, but inconsistent findings when high-quality
and low-quality studies pooled.
Findings were considered consistent if at least 75% of
results were in the same direction and statistically
significant.

Results
Initial database searches identified 10,398 unique records,
and an additional 41 articles were identified by authors,
from the reference lists of eligible articles or from
supplementary searches. Full-text review of 366 articles
was completed, and 74 articles (9–15,18,21–23,30,36–97)
(indicated with asterisks in reference list) that described 78
studies were included in the review (Fig. 1).

Study and sample characteristics
Table S2a describes the characteristics of each of the 78
included studies. The majority of the studies were

Figure 1 Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses flow diagram of study selection, inclusion and exclusion of studies. BMI,
body mass index.

© 2017 The Authors. Obesity Reviews published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
on behalf of World Obesity Federation
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cross-sectional (62), and the remaining (16) reported longitudinal analyses (follow-up periods ranging from 66 days to
22 years). The number of published studies on weight perception and weight management increased in recent years,
with the majority of studies included in the review being
published between 2011 and 2017 (62%), the remainder
being published between 2004 and 2010 (27), and a small
number before 2003 (3). There was a trend towards an increasing proportion of longitudinal studies over time: 27%
of studies published between 2011 and 2017 included a longitudinal analysis of the relation between perceived overweight and weight management, compared with 11.1% of
studies published between 2004 and 2010. Most studies
(57.7%) were conducted in the USA (45), with the remainder of studies conducted in Asia (12), Europe (9) and
Australia or New Zealand (4). Sample sizes ranged from
106 to 104,199. The majority (83.3%) of studies included
both male and female participants. Most study samples
did not include participants of a specific weight status
(79.5%), but a small number of findings were reported from
participants with overweight or obesity (11) or normal
weight (5). Half of included studies were conducted on
adolescent samples or a combination of children and
adolescents, with the remainder on adults or a combination
of adults and other ages (30), or only young adults (aged
18–25) (9).

Measurement characteristics
All of the studies included in the review measured perceived
weight by asking participants to describe their current
weight on a rating scale. In most studies (76.9%, Table
S2b), the response format consisted of the options: ‘very underweight’, ‘slightly underweight’, ‘about right’ (or variants
‘acceptable’, ‘normal’ and ‘average’), ‘slightly overweight’
(or ‘somewhat overweight’) and ‘very overweight’ (or
‘obese’). The responses ‘slightly’ or ‘very overweight’ were
categorized as ‘perceived overweight’ in most studies.
The most frequently examined outcome variable analysed
in the included studies was weight loss intention or attempt.
In the 24 studies that analysed this variable, most administered a single self-report item (e.g. ‘what are you currently
trying to do about your weight?’). Twenty-eight studies
examined weight control strategies: 19 studies examined
the use of ‘healthy’ weight control strategies (i.e. healthpromoting weight loss strategies recommended by national
public health bodies, such as eating less or different foods
[also called ‘moderate dieting’] or increasing physical activity to lose weight), and 20 studies examined the use of ‘unhealthy’ weight control strategies (i.e. also called ‘extreme’
weight control behaviours: potentially harmful strategies
such as using diet pills without medical advice or vomiting
to lose weight). These outcomes were assessed with selfreport measures that asked participants to indicate the
Obesity Reviews 19, 347–363, March 2018

strategies they had recently used (i.e. in the past 30 days
or 12 months) or were currently using, to try to lose or
maintain weight, or the frequency with which they used
these strategies. Evidence on weight-related behaviours
was provided by 14 studies. Specifically, 13 studies examined physical activity, and 11 studies examined healthy eating habits. In some studies, physical activity was assessed
using validated self-report scales (e.g. Physical Activity
Questionnaire for Children), and others assessed physical
activity and sedentariness using single self-report items
(e.g. ‘In the past week, on how many days were you physically active for at least 60 minutes?’). One study objectively
assessed physical activity using accelerometers. Outcomes
were either analysed continuously (e.g. number of physically active days in past week) or dichotomized into meeting
or not meeting recommended activity levels, but the cut-off
points for determining ‘recommended’ activity levels varied.
The majority of the studies on healthy eating habits assessed
participants’ self-reported consumption frequency of
various foods (e.g. fruits and vegetables, fast food, etc.),
and one study assessed energy intake from 24-h intake
recall. Outcomes were either analysed as continuous
variables or dichotomized into meeting or not meeting daily
recommended intake (e.g. of fruits and vegetables), but cutoff points for determining ‘recommended’ intake varied.
Twelve studies examined disordered eating behaviour or
attitudes, which were assessed using single self-report items
or validated clinical scales (e.g. Eating Disorders Inventory).
Fourteen prospective longitudinal studies provided evidence
on weight change. In all studies, weight change was based
on anthropomorphic measurements by a researcher or
health professional or self-reported height and weight and
was either analysed as a change in weight (either absolute
or as a percentage of baseline weight), change in BMI or
the onset of overweight or obesity.

Methodological quality
We deemed the methodological quality of the individual
studies included in the review to be moderate on average
(Table S3). The majority of included studies (52.6%) did
not meet the criteria for high-quality methodology, and on
average, the studies were assigned a quality score of 66%.
The most commonly met indicators of quality (Table 1)
were the provision of an adequate description of recruitment (95%) and data collection methods (97%), and for
longitudinal studies, a description of the follow-up duration
(94%). The most prevalent potential sources of bias were a
lack of evidence concerning appropriateness of sample size
(e.g. power calculation) in studies with N < 1,000 (only
13% of applicable studies met this criterion), and for longitudinal studies, the lack of demonstration that loss to
follow-up was not associated with key characteristics (only
18% of applicable studies met this criterion). Sixty per cent
© 2017 The Authors. Obesity Reviews published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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of studies did not adjust for variables (e.g.,socioeconomic
status) known to be associated with weight perception
(98), and over half of studies assessed BMI using self-report
rather than anthropomorphic measurements of height and
weight (55%).

Relation between perceived overweight and weightrelated correlates
A summary of the evidence for the association between
perceived overweight and weight-related correlates is presented in Tables 2a (cross-sectional) and 2b (longitudinal).
Evidence is stratified by outcome category and subsample
(gender and age group), and weight status of samples are
indicated. Tables S4a and S4b present the evidence synthesis
with references.

Cross-sectional evidence.
Weight loss attempt or intention
We found strong evidence for an association between perceived overweight and weight loss attempts from crosssectional studies. All included studies provided consistent
evidence to suggest that individuals who perceived themselves as overweight had a higher likelihood of intending
or attempting to lose weight than those who perceived
themselves as normal weight (32 findings from high-quality
studies (9,10,12,30,42,43,51,56,80,87,93,95) and 15 from
low-quality studies (11,14,42,63,65,68,69,71,75,85,88)).
Overall, there was strong evidence to suggest that perceived
overweight was associated with higher likelihood of trying
to lose weight across all participant subgroups.
Weight control strategies: healthy
There was moderate cross-sectional evidence for a relation
between perceived overweight and use of healthy weight
control strategies (e.g. eating less or different foods, or
exercising to lose weight). A majority of findings suggested
that individuals who perceived themselves as overweight
were more likely to use healthy weight control strategies
than those who did not (13 positive findings from highquality studies (45,64,72,81,93) and 9 from low-quality
studies
(11,30,50,55,83,89)),
but
inconsistencies
downgraded the evidence to moderate (three null findings
from high-quality studies (36,87) and one from low-quality
studies (60), one negative from low-quality study (82) and
three mixed findings from low-quality studies (65,75)).
Within subgroups, there was moderate to strong evidence
for a positive relation between perceived overweight and
use of healthy weight control strategies for individuals with
overweight/obesity and normal weight, and combined gender adolescent groups. For other participant subgroups,
there was insufficient evidence because of inconsistent findings for male and female adolescent groups and evidence of
© 2017 The Authors. Obesity Reviews published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
on behalf of World Obesity Federation

no relation in subsamples with no weight status criteria. For
each of these subgroups, some findings indicated a null relation, and some indicated a positive relation (i.e. perceived
overweight was associated with greater use of healthy
weight control strategies). In adult subgroups, the evidence
was insufficient because of scarce evidence (only two findings from a high-quality study (64) suggested a positive relationship, and one low-quality study (60) provided null
results). Perceived overweight was therefore associated with
greater use of healthy weight control strategies overall and
in certain participant groups (e.g. individuals with normal
weight and overweight/obesity, and combined gender subgroups), but because of small study numbers and inconsistent findings, there was insufficient evidence to conclude
that perceived overweight was associated with healthy
weight control strategies in other subgroups.

Weight control strategies: unhealthy
There was moderate evidence for a relation between perceived overweight and unhealthy weight control strategies.
The majority of cross-sectional evidence suggested that perceived overweight was associated with higher likelihood of
using unhealthy weight control strategies (12 findings from
high-quality studies (18,36,57,62,67,78,81,94) and 13 from
low-quality studies (37,48,50,53,55,61,83,89)), but the
strength of the evidence was downgraded to ‘moderate’ as
an additional 10 findings were null (11,41,48,54,57,89),
and 7 were mixed findings or suggested a negative relation
(such that perceived overweight was associated with lower
likelihood of using unhealthy weight control strategies)
(36,65,93,94). There was strong evidence to suggest that
perceived overweight was associated with greater use of unhealthy weight control strategies in the normal weight and
no weight status criteria subgroups. For all adolescent subgroups, the evidence was moderate because of inconsistent
findings: a majority of findings from high-quality studies
within these subgroups suggested a positive relation between perceived overweight and greater use of unhealthy
weight control strategies, but there was a high number of
null, negative or mixed findings. In the overweight and
obese subgroup, there was insufficient evidence because of
mixed findings. There was insufficient evidence to draw
conclusions in adult subgroups because of a scarcity of studies, with only one high-quality study (62) suggesting a positive relation between perceived overweight and use of
unhealthy weight control strategies in female adults. Overall, there was moderate evidence to indicate that perceived
overweight was associated with greater use of unhealthy
weight control strategies, and there was moderate to strong
evidence to support this conclusion within several participant subgroups, but because of a high level of inconsistency
and a scarcity of evidence, the evidence was insufficient in
adult and overweight/obese samples.
Obesity Reviews 19, 347–363, March 2018
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Table 2a

Evidence synthesis by outcome category and subsample (cross-sectional studies)
Male only sample

(a) Weight loss attempt or intention
Children/
3 hi qual. studies
4 hi qual. studies
adolescents/
young adults only 2 lo qual. studies
2 lo qual. studies

Adults

ae

(NW) : ↑
abe
(OW/OB) :↑
cd
(OW/OB) :↑
ef
:↑

Genders combined sample

1
3
4
2
3

1 hi qual. study (NW) : ↑
ab
2 hi qual. studies (OW/OB) :↑
2 hi qual. studies: ↑
1 lo qual. study (NW): ↑
1 lo qual. study (non-OW): ↑
1 lo qual. study: ↑
Strong evidence of ↑
association
1 hi qual. study (non-OB): ↑
1 hi qual. study (OW/OB): ↑
2 lo qual. studies (OW/OB):↑
1 lo qual. study: ↑
Strong evidence of ↑
association

hi qual.
hi qual.
hi qual.
lo qual.
lo qual.

study: ↑
ae
studies (NW) : ↑
aeg
studies (OW/OB) :↑
cd
studies (OW/OB) :↑
ef
studies : ↑

Strong evidence of ↑
association
gh
2 hi qual. studies (OW/OB) :↑
hi
2 hi qual. studies : ↑

Strong evidence of ↑
association
gh
2 hi qual. studies (OW/OB) :↑
hi
2 hi qual. studies : ↑

Strong evidence of ↑
association

Strong evidence of ↑
association

(b) Weight control strategies: healthy
a
Children/
1 hi qual. study (non-OW) : ↑
ae
adolescents/
2 hi qual. studies (OW) : ↑
e
young adults only 1 hi qual. study (NW) : ↑
b
1 hi qual. study : ↔
c
1 lo qual. study (OW) : ↑
d
1 lo qual. study (OB) : ↑↔
ef
2 lo qual. studies : ↑

Adults

Female only sample

Insufficient evidence due
to mixed findings
g
1 hi qual. study (OW/OB) : ↑
Insufficient evidence

(c) Weight control strategies: unhealthy
af
Children/
2 hi qual. studies (NW) : ↑
afg
1 hi qual. study (OW) : ↔
adolescents/
a
young adults only 1 hi qual. study (OW/OB) : ↔
1 hi qual. study (OW/
agl
OB) :↑↔↔
b
1 hi qual. study (OW/OB) : ↑
1 hi qual. study: ↑
c
1 hi qual. study : ↑↔
d
1 lo qual. study (UW/NW) : ↑
ef
2 lo qual. studies (OW) : ↑
g
1 lo qual. study (OW/OB) : ↔
h
1 lo qual. study (OB) : ↓
ij
2 lo qual. studies : ↔
f
1 lo qual. study (NW) : ↑
kl
2 lo qual. studies : ↑
Moderate evidence of ↑
association due to mixed
findings
Adults
None
(d) Weight-related behaviour: healthy physical activity
ac
2 hi qual. studies (NW) : ↓
Children/
c
1 hi qual. study (OW) : ↓
adolescents/
ab
young adults only 2 hi qual. studies (OW/OB) :↓
c
1 lo qual. study (OW/OB) : ↓
d
1 lo qual. study (OB): ↔↓

a

1 hi qual. study (non-OW) : ↑
ae
2 hi qual. studies (OW) : ↑
e
1 hi qual. study (NW) : ↑
b
2 hi qual. studies : ↔
c
1 lo qual. study (OW) : ↑
d
1 lo qual. study (OB) : ↑↔
ef
4 lo qual. studies : ↑
1 lo qual. study: ↑↔
Insufficient evidence due
to mixed findings
g
1 hi qual. study (OW/OB) : ↑
Insufficient evidence
af

a

2
1
1
1

hi qual.
hi qual.
lo qual.
lo qual.

e

studies (NW) : ↑
study (OW): ↑
study (NW): ↑
study: ↓

Overall: moderate evidence
of ↑ association due to mixed
findings
NW: strong evidence of ↑
association
OW/OB: moderate evidence
of ↑ association due to mixed
findings
No weight status criteria:
evidence of no association

Strong evidence of ↑
association
1 lo qual. study (OB): ↔
Insufficient evidence

2 hi qual. studies (NW) : ↑
abgl
3 hi qual. studies (OW/OB) :↑
afg
1 hi qual. study (OW) : ↑↔
c
1 hi qual. study : ↑
d
1 lo qual. study (UW/NW) : ↑
e
1 lo qual. study (OW) : ↑
f
1 lo qual. study (OW) : ↔
h
1 lo qual. study (OB) : ↓
g
1 lo qual. study (OW/OB) : ↔
kjl
4 lo qual. studies : ↑
i
1 lo qual. study : ↔
1 lo qual. study: ↓↔
f
1 lo qual. study (NW) : ↑

1 hi qual. study (NW): ↑
1 hi qual. study (OW/
agl
OB) :↑↑↔
b
1 hi qual. study : ↑
f
2 lo qual. studies (NW) : ↑
1 lo qual. study (OW): ↔
1 lo qual. study (OB): ↔
l
1 lo qual. study : ↑

Moderate evidence of ↑
association due to mixed
findings
1 hi qual. study: ↑
Insufficient evidence

Moderate evidence of ↑
association due to mixed
findings

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

hi qual.
hi qual.
hi qual.
hi qual.
hi qual.
hi qual.
lo qual.
lo qual.

a

study (NW): ↓↔
c
study (NW) : ↔
c
study (OW) : ↔
a
study (OW/OB) :↓↔
b
study (OW/OB) : ↓
study: ↔
c
study (OW/OB) :↔
d
study (OB) : ↓

Overall: strong evidence of ↑
association
NW: strong evidence of ↑
association
OW/OB: strong evidence of ↑
association
No weight status criteria:
strong evidence of ↑
association

Overall: moderate evidence
of ↑ association due to mixed
findings
NW: strong evidence of ↑
association
OW/OB: insufficient evidence
due to mixed findings
No weight status criteria:
strong evidence of ↑
association

None

1
1
1
1
1
2

hi qual.
hi qual.
hi qual.
lo qual.
lo qual.
lo qual.

b

study (OW/OB):↓
study (OW): ↔↓
study (NW): ↔↑
study (NW): ↓
study (OB): ↓
studies: ↓

Overall: insufficient evidence
due to mixed findings
NW: insufficient evidence due
to mixed findings
OW/OB: insufficient evidence
due to mixed findings
No weight status criteria:
insufficient evidence due to
mixed findings

(Continues)
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(Continued)
Male only sample

Female only sample

Genders combined sample

Strong evidence of ↓
association

Insufficient evidence due
to mixed findings

Moderate evidence of ↓
association due to mixed
findings

e

1 hi qual. study (OW/OB) :↔
f
1 lo qual. study (NW) : ↓
f
1 lo qual. study (OW/ OB) : ↓
Insufficient evidence due
to mixed findings

(e) Weight-related behaviour: healthy eating habits
a
Children/
1 hi qual. study (OW/OB) :↔
b
1 hi qual. study (OW) : ↔↓↓
adolescents/
b
young adults only 1 hi qual. study (NW) : ↔
bc
2 lo qual. studies (OW/OB) :↔
c
1 lo qual. study (NW) : ↔
d
1 lo qual. study : ↔

Adults

Evidence of no
association
e
1 hi qual. study (OW/OB) :↔
Insufficient evidence

(f) Disordered eating
a
Children/
1 hi qual. study (OW/OB) : ↔
adolescents/
young adults only

Insufficient evidence
Adults

d

1 lo qual. study : ↔
Insufficient evidence

e

1 hi qual. study (OW/OB) : ↓
f
1 lo qual. study (NW) : ↔
f
1 lo qual. study (OW/OB) :↔
Insufficient evidence due
to mixed findings
b

1 hi qual. study : ↑↓↔
b
1 hi qual. study (NW) : ↔
b
1 hi qual. study (OW) : ↔
a
1 hi qual. study(OW/OB) :↔
c
1 lo qual. study (NW) : ↔
bc
2 lo qual. studies (OW/OB) :↔
1 lo qual. study: ↔
Evidence of no
association
e
1 hi qual. study (OW/OB) :↔
Insufficient evidence
a

1 hi qual. study (OW/OB) : ↑
3 lo qual. studies: ↑
1 lo qual. study: ↔

Moderate evidence of ↑
association
d
1 lo qual. study : ↑
Insufficient evidence

None

1
1
1
1
1

hi
hi
hi
lo
lo

qual.
qual.
qual.
qual.
qual.

study
study
study
study
study

a

(OW/OB) :↔
(OW): ↔
(NW): ↔
(NW): ↓
(OB): ↓

Evidence of no
association

Overall: evidence of no
association
NW: evidence of no
association
OW/OB: evidence of no
association
No weight status criteria:
insufficient evidence due
to mixed findings

None
b

1 hi qual. study (NW): ↑
b
1 hi qual. study (OW): ↑
c
2 lo qual. studies : ↑
c
1 lo qual. study (OW) : ↑
c
1 lo qual. study (NW) : ↑
1 lo qual. study: ↑↔
Strong evidence of ↑
association
1 lo qual. study (OB): ↑
Insufficient evidence

Overall: strong evidence of ↑
association
NW: moderate evidence of ↑
association
OW/OB: strong evidence of ↑
association
No weight status criteria:
moderate evidence of ↑
association

↑ indicates a significant positive association, ↓ indicates a significant negative association, and ↔ indicates no significant association between perceived
overweight and outcome. Results with common superscript within evidence categories are from overlapping samples. For longitudinal studies, samples
are classified into subgroups by baseline age and weight characteristics. Objective weight status categories: NW, normal weight; OB, obese; OW,
overweight; UW, underweight. For individual study references, see Tables S4a and S4b.
hi qual., high-quality; lo qual., low-quality; POW, perceived overweight.

Weight-related behaviour: healthy physical activity
There was insufficient cross-sectional evidence for a relation
between perceived overweight and healthy physical activity
due to inconsistent findings. Eight findings from highquality studies (12,30,70,93) and eight from low-quality
studies (11,14,15,38,65,74,86,93) showed a negative relation, such that participants who perceived themselves as
overweight were less physically active than those who perceived themselves as normal weight. However, other evidence included a combination of null (4 high-quality
studies (13,30,93) and 3 low-quality studies (11,86)) and
mixed (4 high-quality studies (70,91) and 1 low-quality
study (65)) results. For male adolescents, there was strong
evidence for an association between perceived overweight
and lower physical activity, and there was moderate evidence because of mixed findings for this association in the
combined gender adolescent subgroup. The evidence was
also insufficient within each other participant subgroup
© 2017 The Authors. Obesity Reviews published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
on behalf of World Obesity Federation

because of inconsistent null and negative findings or because of a scarcity of evidence. Overall, while a majority
of findings suggested that perceived overweight was associated with lower physical activity, a number of studies provided null results, meaning there was insufficient evidence
to confirm a reliable association between perceived overweight and physical activity.
Weight-related behaviour: healthy eating habits
Evidence from cross-sectional studies suggested no association between perceived overweight and healthy eating
habits. The majority of included studies found no relation
between perceived overweight and healthy eating behaviours (9 high-quality (12,30,91,93) and 7 low-quality studies(11,70,90)), but others produced negative (2 findings
from low-quality studies (14,15) suggested perceived overweight was associated with less healthy eating) or mixed
findings (2 high-quality studies found a combination of
Obesity Reviews 19, 347–363, March 2018
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Table 2b

Evidence synthesis by outcome category and subsample (longitudinal studies)
Male only sample

Female only sample

Genders combined sample

1 lo qual. study: ↔
Insufficient evidence
None

None
None

None

1 lo qual. study: ↔
Insufficient evidence

None

None

None

None

(a) Weight control strategies: unhealthy
Children/adolescents/
None
young adults only
Adults
None

(b) Disordered eating
Children/adolescents/
young adults only
Adults

(c) Weight change (↑ indicates weight gain or onset of overweight or obesity)
ab
ab
Children/adolescents/ 2 hi qual. studies (NW) : ↑
2 hi qual. studies (NW) : ↑
a
a
young adults only
1 hi qual. study (OW) : ↑
1 hi qual. study (OW) : ↑
b
b
1 hi qual. study (OW/OB) :↑ 1 hi qual. study (OW/OB) : ↑
a
ad
1 lo qual. study (NW) : ↔
2 lo qual. studies (NW) : ↑
b
b
1 lo qual. study (UW/NW) :↑ 1 lo qual. study (UW/NW) : ↑
b
b
1 lo qual. study (OW) : ↑
1 lo qual. study (OW) : ↑
d
1 lo qual. study (NW) : ↑
Strong evidence of ↑
Strong evidence of ↑
association
association
bef
befg
Adults
3 hi qual. studies : ↑
:↑
4 hi qual. studies
g
1 hi qual. study : ↔
1 lo qual. study (OW/OB): ↓

Strong evidence of ↑
association

Strong evidence of ↑
association

Overall: insufficient evidence
NW: none
OW/OB: none
No weight status criteria:
insufficient evidence

Overall: insufficient evidence
NW: none
OW/OB: none.
No weight status criteria:
insufficient evidence
b

1 hi qual. study (NW) : ↑
d
1 lo qual. study (NW) : ↑

Moderate evidence of ↑
association
bbef
4 hi qual. studies
:↑
bef
3 hi qual. studies (NW) : ↑
bef
3 hi qual. studies (OW) : ↑
h
1 hi qual. study : ↔
h
1 hi qual. study (NW) : ↔
h
1 hi qual. study (OW/OB) :↔
1 lo qual. study: ↔
Strong evidence of ↑
association

Overall: strong evidence
of ↑ association
NW: strong evidence of ↑
association
OW/OB: strong evidence
of ↑ association
No weight status criteria:
moderate evidence of ↑
association due to mixed
findings

↑ indicates a significant positive association, ↓ indicates a significant negative association, and ↔ indicates no significant association between perceived
overweight and outcome. Results with common superscript within evidence categories are from overlapping samples. For longitudinal studies, samples
are classified into subgroups by baseline age and weight characteristics. Objective weight status categories: UW, underweight; NW, normal weight;
OW, overweight; OB, obese. For individual study references, see Tables S4a and S4b.
hi qual., high-quality; lo qual., low-quality; POW, perceived overweight.

negative, positive and null relations between perceived
overweight and different indices of healthy eating
(13,93)). In the overweight/obese, normal weight and each
adolescent subgroup, perceived overweight was unrelated
to healthy eating habits. Evidence within each adult participant subgroup was insufficient because of a lack of studies
(1 high-quality study (30) contributed evidence for a null
relation between perceived overweight and healthy eating
in male and female adults), and there was insufficient evidence because of mixed findings in the subgroup with no
weight status criteria. Overall, perceived overweight was
shown to be unrelated to healthy eating habits, although
there was insufficient evidence and a high degree of inconsistency within some populations. Results of supplementary
analyses of the relations between perceived overweight and
fruit and vegetable consumption and between perceived
overweight and unhealthy snack, beverage or fast food
consumption (Table S4a) were consistent with the main
Obesity Reviews 19, 347–363, March 2018

evidence synthesis. Namely, there was evidence of no association between perceived overweight and fruit and vegetable consumption (11–14,70,91,93) or unhealthy food
consumption (11–14,70,91,93).
Disordered eating
There was strong cross-sectional evidence suggesting
that perceived overweight was associated with higher
levels of disordered eating. Three findings from highquality (45,78) and nine from low-quality studies
(40,49,50,52,59,60,76) suggested a positive relation, such
that perceived overweight was associated with disordered
eating, and only a small number of studies produced null
or mixed findings (1 high-quality study (78) and 3 lowquality studies (73,75,76)). Within subgroups, there was
strong evidence for a relation between perceived
overweight and greater disordered eating in the combined
gender adolescent and overweight/obese subgroups. In the
© 2017 The Authors. Obesity Reviews published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
on behalf of World Obesity Federation
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female adolescent (78) and normal weight (45) subgroups,
there was only moderate evidence for an association
between perceived overweight and higher levels of disordered eating due to only one high-quality study contributing evidence to each subgroup, and there was moderate
evidence in the no weight status criteria subgroup due to
there being no high-quality studies. The evidence within
other subgroups was classified as insufficient because of
a scarcity of studies: one low-quality study each within
male adolescents (78) and adults (76) produced null
results, and one low-quality study suggested a positive relation between perceived overweight and disordered eating
in female (76) and gender combined (60) adults. Overall,
a majority of findings indicated that individuals who perceived themselves as overweight reported higher levels of
disordered eating than those who perceived themselves as
normal weight, contributing to strong evidence for this
relation overall. However, because of a scarcity of highquality studies, the strength of evidence was downgraded
to moderate or insufficient in various participant
subgroups.

Longitudinal evidence
There were no longitudinal studies that examined the relation between perceived overweight and weight loss attempt
or intentions, weight-related behaviours (healthy physical
activity or healthy eating habits) or healthy weight control
strategies.
Weight control strategies: unhealthy
One low-quality longitudinal study (79) found that perceived overweight was not significantly associated with future use of unhealthy weight control strategies in female
adolescents. Thus, because of a lack of studies, there was insufficient evidence to make a conclusion about the longitudinal evidence for a relation between perceived overweight
and unhealthy weight control strategies.
Disordered eating
One low-quality longitudinal study (84) found that perceived overweight was not significantly associated with future disordered eating in female adolescents. As such, there
was insufficient longitudinal evidence to make a conclusion
about the association between perceived overweight and
disordered eating because of a lack of studies.
Weight change
There was strong longitudinal evidence for an association
between perceived overweight and weight change, such that
perceived overweight was associated with greater weight
gain or increased likelihood of overweight/obesity onset
over time. Twenty-six findings from high-quality studies
(21,22,47,58,92,96) and eight findings from low-quality
© 2017 The Authors. Obesity Reviews published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
on behalf of World Obesity Federation

studies (23,44,66) suggested that perceived overweight
was associated with weight gain, while only a small number
of null findings were included (2 from low-quality studies(23,77) and 4 from high-quality studies (58,97)), and
one low-quality study (39) suggested a negative relation
(such that perceived overweight was associated with greater
weight loss). Within most participant subgroups split by
gender, objective weight status and age group, there was
strong evidence for an association between perceived overweight and weight gain, except for the participant subgroup
with no weight status criteria (where the evidence for a positive relationship was downgraded to moderate because of
mixed findings), and in the combined adolescent subgroup
(where there was moderate evidence for a positive association due to there being only one high-quality study). Overall, there was strong evidence to suggest that individuals
who perceived themselves as overweight were more likely
to gain weight over time than those who perceived themselves as normal weight across most participant subgroups.
Results of a supplementary analysis of a subset of nine studies (21,44,47,58,62,92,96,97) that assessed weight change
using objectively measured BMI only (i.e. those that met
quality criterion 8; Table S4a) were consistent with the main
evidence synthesis: there was strong evidence to indicate
that overall, perceived overweight was associated with
weight gain over time.

Discussion
The aim of this systematic review was to evaluate evidence
for the relation between self-perceived overweight and
weight management. We examined peer-reviewed literature
published between 1991 and 2017 and found strong
evidence to suggest perceived overweight was associated
with a higher likelihood of trying to lose weight and moderate evidence to suggest perceived overweight was associated
with greater use of both healthy and unhealthy weight
control strategies. However, those weight loss attempts
and strategies did not appear to be translated into healthy
weight-related behaviours. While there was no association
between perceived overweight and healthier eating habits,
there was moderate to strong evidence in some participant
groups that perceived overweight was associated with
reduced physical activity levels. However, overall, there
was insufficient evidence because of inconsistent findings
to evaluate the association between perceived overweight
and physical activity. There was, however, strong evidence
that perceived overweight was associated with disordered
eating. Finally, strong longitudinal evidence indicated that
perceived overweight was associated with increased future
weight gain.
The most consistent evidence to emerge from this review
was that perceived overweight was associated with
Obesity Reviews 19, 347–363, March 2018
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attempting to lose weight. This was the case regardless of
participant weight status, age group and gender. There
was also moderate evidence for the relation between perceived overweight and the types of strategies adopted to lose
weight; however, this relation varied by participant characteristics. In combined gender adolescent and normal weight
samples, individuals who perceived themselves as overweight were more likely than those who did not, to engage
in both healthy and unhealthy weight control strategies.
There was also evidence from samples with no specific
weight status criteria and of individuals with normal
weight, and from separate male and female adolescent samples, that perceived overweight was associated with greater
use of unhealthy weight control strategies. However, the evidence for a relationship between perceived overweight and
use of healthy or unhealthy weight control strategies was inconclusive in other subgroups, because of scarce and inconsistent findings, and for samples with no weight status
criteria, there was evidence to suggest no association between perceived overweight and use of healthy weight control strategies. Only one study provided longitudinal
evidence to suggest that perceived overweight was unrelated
to later use of unhealthy weight control strategies; therefore,
it is unclear whether perceived overweight precedes the development of healthy or unhealthy weight control strategies,
or vice versa.
Despite finding that perceived overweight was associated
with use of healthy weight control strategies in some participant subgroups, the review did not provide evidence to suggest that perceived overweight was associated with the
enactment of actual weight-related behaviours such as
healthy dietary intake and physical activity. In other words,
while individuals who perceived their weight status as overweight were more likely to report trying to consume a
healthy diet and increasing physical activity to lose weight,
there was no evidence to suggest that these individuals were
actually more likely to enact these behaviours than those
who did not identify as overweight. All included studies (except one with mixed findings) on the relation between perceived overweight and physical activity suggested a negative
(i.e. perceived overweight associated with lower physical activity levels) or null relationship. In adolescent male (where
there was strong evidence) and combined gender (where
there was moderate evidence) subgroups, perceived overweight was associated with lower levels of physical activity.
However, a lack of longitudinal studies in weight-related behaviour outcome categories means that it is unclear whether
perceived overweight precedes lower physical activity or
vice versa. In contrast to physical activity, there was evidence of no relationship between perceived overweight
and healthy eating habits. The tendency for individuals to
intend to engage in weight control behaviours but not
execute these behaviours may be explained by the stigma attached to being overweight. For example, a fear of negative
Obesity Reviews 19, 347–363, March 2018
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evaluation because of one’s weight may make exercising in
public unappealing (99,100), and the stress of identifying
as part of a stigmatized social group may promote poor
dietary habits (101,102).
Overall, the present review provided strong evidence to
suggest that perceived overweight is associated with disordered eating. While there was inconclusive evidence on the
relation between perceived overweight and disordered eating in male adolescent and all adult samples, there was moderate to strong evidence to suggest perceived overweight
was associated with disordered eating in all other participant subgroups (female and combined gender adolescents,
normal weight, overweight/obese and no specific weight status criteria subgroups). However, as only one study provided longitudinal evidence, it is unclear whether perceived
overweight precedes or develops in conjunction with disordered eating. It is also possible that an unmeasured third
factor predisposes an individual to both develop disordered
eating and perceive their weight status as overweight.
Finally, there was strong longitudinal evidence to suggest
that perceived overweight predicts weight gain over time,
and this was the case across the majority of participant subgroups. This finding challenges the common assumption
that identifying oneself as overweight will be associated
with better weight management (2,30).
The finding that identifying as overweight is associated
with attempts to lose weight, but at the same time greater
weight gain, appears counterintuitive. Attempts to lose
weight by individuals who perceive themselves as overweight may not necessarily translate into the adoption or
appropriate implementation of effective weight control
strategies. Perceived overweight was associated with unhealthy weight control strategies and disordered eating.
These findings could be attributable, at least in part, to the
stigma attached to psychologically identifying as being overweight (101). Perceiving oneself as part of a stigmatized
group could motivate individuals to adopt more extreme efforts to lose weight in an attempt to escape stigma, which
could lead to later weight gain (12,19). Second, despite being associated with greater self-reported use of healthy
weight control strategies, perceived overweight was not associated with healthier eating habits and, in some samples,
was associated with lower physical activity. Thus, despite
greater self-reported attempts to lose weight, individuals
who perceive their weight status as overweight may not effectively translate their weight loss intentions into effective
weight loss behaviours. This intention–behaviour gap is
well-recognized in health psychology (103), and for individuals who perceive themselves as overweight, the experience
of perceiving oneself as part of a stigmatized group could be
responsible. Experiencing stigma can deplete self-regulatory
resources (104), which could inhibit the initiation and maintenance of complex patterns of behaviours required for
healthy weight loss such as eating healthily and maintaining
© 2017 The Authors. Obesity Reviews published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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adequate levels of physical activity (20). Weight stigma has
also been shown to encourage binge eating and overconsumption of unhealthy snack foods, which can undermine
weight loss efforts (101). There appeared to be little evidence in the studies reviewed here that the relationship between perceived overweight and the outcome measures
varied systematically between samples of individuals who
were objectively overweight or obese and those of a normal
weight. These findings suggest that the accuracy of weight
perception may be less important than perceiving oneself
as part of a stigmatized group.
The findings of this review have implications for public
health approaches to tackle obesity. Some public health approaches are based on the assumption that notifying individuals that they are overweight is necessary to motivate
them to adopt healthy behaviours and lose weight, but the
evidence reviewed here does not support this proposition.
The evidence reviewed here suggests that although perceiving one’s weight status as overweight may motivate an individual to try to lose weight, it may not result in the
implementation of effective weight loss behaviours and
could even lead to greater weight gain. Further, notifying
individuals of their weight status may also have other
unintended negative consequences such as increasing the
risk of poor mental health (25,105) and encouraging
disordered eating (2,78,105), although this review highlights the need for further longitudinal evidence to inform
whether identifying as overweight is a precursor of
disordered eating, or merely a correlate. Eating disorders
and obesity share common precursors such as body
dissatisfaction and excessive dieting (106,107). As a result,
they are increasingly being jointly targeted in prevention
efforts which, for example, promote the adoption of healthy
lifestyle behaviours and simultaneously reduce excessive
weight concern and obesity stigma (108,109). Such
approaches may temper the association between perceived
overweight and both disordered eating and weight gain and
could offer a better alternative to obesity prevention efforts
which focus on notifying individuals of their weight status.
However, controlled experimental studies of the effect of
manipulating perceived weight status are now needed to
better address the question of whether it is mostly helpful or
harmful to notify individuals of their weight status.
A strength of the present review is that it included a large
number of studies and only included those that controlled
or stratified by objective weight status. This allowed closer
isolation of the association between perceived overweight
and weight management intentions and behaviours, both
of which are associated with objective weight status. Nonetheless, the present review is also subject to several limitations. First, publication bias may have influenced the
findings. Given the wide date range, it was not practical to
perform searches for unpublished studies, meaning that
the association between perceived overweight and certain
© 2017 The Authors. Obesity Reviews published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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outcomes may be overstated. Second, despite the large
number of included studies, the evidence was graded as
insufficient for several outcome categories in some participant subgroups. Third, it is important to note that weightrelated behaviours were commonly assessed with short
self-report scales or single items that are subject to reporting
bias and demand characteristics. Future research would be
well-placed to obtain more robust estimates of the association between perceived overweight and weight-related behaviour by using more objective assessment methods.
Fourth, the majority of studies included in the review were
conducted in the USA or Europe (69%), highlighting a need
for further research on the relation between perceived overweight and weight management in other cultural contexts.
Previous research has demonstrated ethnic differences in
body weight preferences, body dissatisfaction and weight
stigma (110–112). Therefore, it is plausible that the impact
of perceived overweight on weight-related intentions, behaviours and outcomes could differ by ethnic group, which
is an important direction for future research. Finally, the
type of studies included in the review limits the strength of
the conclusions that can be drawn. For all outcome categories except weight gain, insufficient longitudinal studies
were included to determine whether perceived overweight
precedes the onset of the weight-related correlate, or vice
versa. For example, it is conceivable that the negative relation between perceived overweight and physical activity evidenced in some participant groups could reflect that
individuals who are less active are more likely to perceive
themselves as overweight than individuals of the same objective weight status but who engage in sufficient physical
activity. Furthermore, the review only included observational studies, precluding causal conclusions. It is possible
that some third variable is attributable for the relation between perceived overweight and the weight management
outcome variables. Longitudinal studies that track weight
management behaviours over time and experiments in
which participants are randomly assigned to interventions
where they are notified of their overweight status would help
to elucidate whether becoming aware of one’s overweight
status is beneficial or harmful to weight management.
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